
5780 – Exodus 27-30 – Tetzaveh (You shall command) 
 
In Tetzaveh, the role of the priests in the service ofthe Tabernacle takes 
centre stage. For once the limelight is no longer turned on Moses, but on 
his brother Aaron, the High Priest. We read about the tasks of the priest-
hood, their robes of office and their consecration, as well as further de-
tails about the Tabernacle itself. 

Because this is the first time priesthood is given such attention in the 
Torah, the essays that follow look at what made priests different from 
other kinds of religious leader, especially the prophet. The first looks at 
the priest as a symbol of constancy and continuity in Jewish life. The sec-
ond looks at the parts priest and prophet played in the development of 
Jewish prayer. The third analyzes the relationship between Moses the 
prophet and Aaron the priest, the last act in the five-part story about 
brothers that began in Genesis. The fourth essay looks at the idea of 
robes of office and their place in Judaism and other cultures. 
 
Priests and Prophets1 
 
Tetzaveh is, as commentators have noted, the only parasha, from the 
birth of Moses at the beginning of the book of Exodus, to the end of the 
book of Numbers, that does not contain Moses’ name. For most of the 
narrative he is centre-stage. Here, he is in the background. Why? Several 
interpretations have been offered. 

The Vilna Gaon2 suggests that it is related to the fact that in most 
years, Tetzaveh is read during the week in which the seventh day of the 
month of Adar falls: the day of Moses’ death. During this week we sense 
the loss of the greatest leader in Jewish history—and his absence from 
Tetzaveh expresses that loss.(1)  
1. John 7:37 

37On the last and greatest day of the festival (Sukkot), Yeshua stood 
and said in a loud voice, "Let anyone who is thirsty come to me and 
drink.  
a. Throughout the seven days of the festival a special cohen had car-

ried water in a gold pitcher from the Pool of Shiloach (Siloam) to be 
poured into a basin at the foot of the altar by the cohen hagadol. It 
symbolized prayer for rain, which begins the next day, on Sh’mini 
Atzeret; and it also pointed toward the outpouring of the Ruach 
HaKodesh on the people of Israel. The rabbis associated the custom 
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with Isaiah 12:3, “With joy shall you draw water from the wells of 
salvation” ... On the seventh day the water pouring was accompa-
nied by cohanim blowing gold trumpets, L’vi’im singing sacred 
songs, and ordinary people waving their lulavs and chanting the 
Hallel (Psalms 113-118), which includes in its closing verses:  

Adonai, please save us! (Hebrew Hoshia’na or Hoshana) 
Adonai, please proser us! 
Blessed is he who comes in the name of Adonai! 
We have blessed you out of the house of Adonai. 
God is Adonai, and he has given us light. (Psa 118-25-27)  

The words, “Please save us!” led to the day’s being called Hoshana 
Rabba, the Great Hoshana (or Hosanna). This prayer had Messianic 
overtones, as is seen from its use when Yeshua made his trium-
phant entry into (Jerusalem) a few days before his execution (Mt 
21:9, Mk 11:9-10). It was also a prayer for salvation from sin, for 
Hoshana Rabbah was understood to be the absolutely final 
chance to have one’s sins for the year forgiven. On Rosh-Hasha-
nah one asks to “be inscribed in the Book of Life (see Rv 20:12b), 
and on Yom-Kippur one hopes to have that inscription “sealed”; yet 
in Jewish tradition there remained an opportunity for forgiveness 
up to Hoshana Rabbah.3  

The Ba’al HaTurim (Rabbi Jacob ben Asher, 1270-1340) relates it to Mo-
ses’ plea, in the following parasha, for God to forgive Israel. “If not,” says 
Moses, “blot me out of the book you have written” (Exodus 32:32). There 
is a principle that “The curse of a sage comes true, even if it was condi-
tional [and the condition has not been satisfied] “(2) Thus for one week his 
name was “blotted out” from the Torah.(3)  
2. James 3:5-12 (cf., Eph 4:29) 

5Likewise, the tongue is a small part of the body, but it makes great 
boasts. Consider what a great forest is set on fire by a small spark. 

6The tongue also is a fire … 8no human being can tame the tongue. 
It is a restless evil, full of deadly poison. 9With the tongue we praise 
our Lord and Father, and with it we curse human beings, who have 
been made in God's likeness.  

3. Our Sages state: “Lashon hara (malicious gossip) kills three: the one 
who speaks, the one who listens, and the one who is being spoken 
about.” We can understand why the speaker and the listener suffer. 
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They have committed a serious transgression. But why should the per-
son spoken about be affected? 

In resolution, the mystic sages of the Kabbalah explain that speak-
ing about a person’s negative qualities provokes their expression. Alt-
hough the person might not even be aware that he is being spoken 
about, the fact that his character flaws are being discussed fans the 
revelation of those qualities. 

The converse is also true. Consistent mention of the good a person 
possesses—and within every person there are unfathomed reservoirs 
of good—will facilitate the expression of that good in the person’s 
conduct.4  

The Paneach Raza(4) relates it to another principle: “There is no anger that 
does not leave an impression.” The last time Moses declined God’s invita-
tion to lead the Jewish people out of Egypt, saying, “Please send someone 
else,” God “became angry with Moses” (4:13-14), and told him that his 
brother Aaron would accompanyhim. For that reason Moses forfeited the 
role he might otherwise have had, of becoming the first of Israel’s priests, 
a role that went instead to Aaron. That is why he is missing from the pa-
rasha of Tetzaveh, which is dedicated to the role of the priests. 

All three explanations focus on an absence. However, perhaps the 
simplest explanation is that Tetzaveh is dedicated to a presence, one 
that had a decisive influence on Judaism and Jewish history.  
4. 1Corinthians 8:1-13 

7But not everyone possesses this knowledge. Some people are still so 
accustomed to idols that when they eat sacrificial food they think 
of it as having been sacrificed to a god, and since their conscience 
is weak, it is defiled. 8But food does not bring us near to God; we are 
no worse if we do not eat, and no better if we do. 9Be careful, how-
ever, that the exercise of your rights does not become a stumbling 
block to the weak.  

Judaism is unusual in that it recognises not one form of religious lead-
ership but two: the navi and the kohen, the prophet and the priest. The 
figure of the prophet has always captured the imagination. He (or she) is 
a person of drama, “speaking truth to power,” unafraid to challenge kings 
and courts, or society as a whole, in the name of high, even utopian ide-
als. No other type of religious personality has had the impact as the 
prophets of Israel, of whom the greatest was Moses. The priests, by con-
trast, were for the most part quieter figures, apolitical, serving in the 
Sanctuary rather than in the spotlight of political debate. Yet they, no less 
than the prophets, sustained Israel as a holy nation. Indeed, though the 
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people of Israel were summoned to become “a kingdom of priests” (Exo-
dus 19:6) they were never called on to be a people of prophets (Moses did 
say, “Would that all God’s people were prophets,” [Numbers 11:29] but 
this was a wish, not a reality). 

Let us therefore consider some of the differences between a prophet 
and a priest. 

The role of priest was dynastic. It passed from father to son. The role 
of prophet was not dynastic. Moses’ own sons did not succeed him; 
Joshua, his disciple did.  
5. Matthew 28:19  

The task of the priest was related to his office. It was not inherently 
personal or charismatic. The prophets, by contrast, each imparted their 
own personality. “No two prophets had the same style.”(6) 

The priests wore a special uniform; the prophets did not. 
There are rules of kavod (honour) due to a kohen. There are no corre-

sponding rules for the honour due to a prophet. A prophet is honoured 
by being listened to, not by formal protocols of respect. 

The priests were removed from the people. They served in the Temple. 
They were not allowed to become defiled. There were restrictions on 
whom they might marry. The prophets, by contrast, were usually part of 
the people. They might be shepherds like Moses or Amos, or farmers like 
Elisha. Until the word or vision came, there was nothing special in their 
work or social class.  
6. Luke 10:29-33 

30In (reponse to the man who asked “Who is my neighbor”), Yeshua 
said:  

"A man was going down from Jerusalem to Jericho, when he was 
1) attacked by robbers. 
2) They stripped him of his clothes, 
3) beat him and went away, 
4) leaving him half dead.  
31A priest happened to be going down the same road, and when he 
saw the man, he passed by on the other side. 32So too, a Levite, 
when he came to the place and saw him, passed by on the other 
side. 33But a Samaritan, as he traveled, came where the man was; 
and when he saw him, he took pity on him. 34He went to him and  
1) bandaged his wounds 
2) pouring on oil and wine 
3) Then he put the man on his own donkey 
4) brought him to an inn and took care of him.  



35The next day he took out two denarii and gave them to the inn-
keeper. 'Look after him,' he said, 'and when I return, I will reim-
burse you for any extra expense you may have.' 36"Which of these 
three do you think was a neighbor to the man who fell into the 
hands of robbers?" 37The expert in the law replied, "The one who 
had mercy on him." Yeshua told him, "Go and do likewise."  

The priest offered up sacrifices in silence. The prophet served God 
through the spoken word. 

They lived in two different modes of time. The priest functioned in cy-
clical time—the day (or week or month) that is like yesterday or tomor-
row. The prophet lived in covenantal (sometimes inaccurately called lin-
ear) time—the today that is radically unlike yesterday or tomorrow. The 
service of the priest never changed; that of the prophet was constantly 
changing. Another way of putting this is to say that the priest worked to 
sanctify nature, the prophet to respond to history. Thus the priest rep-
resents the principle of structure in Jewish life, while the prophet rep-
resents spontaneity. 

The key words in the vocabulary of the kohen are kodesh and chol, ta-
hor and tamei; sacred and secular, pure and impure. The key words in the 
vocabulary of the prophets are tzedek and mishpat, chesed and ra-
chamim; righteousness and justice, kindness and compassion. 

The key verbs of priesthood are lehorot(7) and lehavdil,(8) to instruct and 
distinguish. The key activity of the prophet is to proclaim “the word of 
the Lord.”(9) The distinction between priestly and prophetic consciousness 
(torat kohanim and torat nevi’im) is fundamental to Judaism, and is re-
flected in the differences between law and narrative, halakha and ag-
gada, creation and redemption. The priest speaks the word of God for all 
time; the prophet, the word of God for his time.  
7. Heschel5 takes the traditional division of Jewish textual material into ha-

lakhah (legal materials) and aggadah (legendary materials) and re-
states the division as Jewish behaviors (halakhah) and the reasons/mo-
tivations for those behaviors (aggadah). For Heschel, these categories 
transcend the simple categorization of literary genres. For Heschel, the 
division of literary form reflects all of the polarities of Jewish existence 
and theology.6  

Halakhah represents the strength to shape one’s life according to a 
fixed pattern; it is a form-giving force. Aggadah is the expression of 
man’s ceaseless striving that often defies all limitations. Halakhah is 
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the rationalization and schematization of living; it defines, specifies, 
sets measure and limit, placing life into an exact system. 

Aggadah deals with man’s ineffable relations to God, to other men, 
and to the world. Halakhah deals with details, with each command-
ment separately; aggadah with the whole of life, with the totality of re-
ligious life. Halakhah deals with the law; aggadah with the meaning 
of the law. Halakhah deals with subjects that can be expressed liter-
ally; aggadah introduces us to a realm that lies beyond the range of ex-
pression. Halakhah teaches us how to perform common acts; aggadah 
tells us how to participate in the eternal drama. Halakhah gives us 
knowledge; aggadah gives us aspiration. 

Halakhah gives us the norms for action; aggadah, the vision of the 
ends of living. Halakhah prescribes, aggadah suggests; halakhah de-
crees, aggadah inspires; halakhah is definite; aggadah is allusive. 

When Isaac blessed Jacob he said: "God give thee the dew of 
heaven, the fat of the earth, and plenty of corn and wine" (Genesis 
27:28). Remarked the Midrash (an early Rabbinic commentary on 
Scripture): "Dew of heaven is Scripture, the fat of the earth is mishnah 
(the first compendium of Jewish case law), corn is halakhah, wine is 
aggadah." 

Halakhah, by necessity, treats with the laws in the abstract, regard-
less of the totality of the person. It is aggadah that keeps on reminding 
that the purpose of performance is to transform the performer, that the 
purpose of observance is to train us in achieving spiritual ends …  
a. 2Timothy 3:16-17 

16All Scripture is God-breathed and is useful for teaching, rebuking, 
correcting and training in righteousness, 17so that the servant of 
God may be thoroughly equipped for every good work.  

There is an extraordinary aggadic passage that casts light on this idea. Its 
subject is the “great principle” on which Judaism depends—in the spirit 
of Hillel’s famous dictum, “What is hateful to you do not do to others. 
The rest is commentary: go and learn.”(10) As we will see, this particular 
text takes the subject in an unexpected direction:  

Ben Zoma said, “We find a more all-embracing verse, namely, ‘Hear O 
Israel’ (Deuteronomy 6:4). Ben Nannas said, “There is a yet more all-
embracing verse, ‘You shall love your neighbor as yourself’” (Leviticus 
19:18). Ben Pazzi said, “there is a more embracing verse still: ‘Prepare 
one lamb in the morning and the other towards evening’” (Numbers 
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28:4). A certain rabbi stood up and declared: “the law is in accordance 
with Ben Pazzi.”(11)  

The first two views are predictable. “Hear O Israel” is the greatest one-
verse summary of Jewish faith. “Love your neighbour as yourself” is the 
briefest summary of Jewish ethics. But “Prepare one lamb in the morning 
and the other towards evening”—the verse specifying the daily morning 
and evening sacrifices—is not a text manywould choose as epitomizing 
the whole ofJudaism. Ben Pazzi, though, is making the fundamental as-
sertion that without the daily service of God, there would be neither Jew-
ish faith nor Jewish ethics. The foundation on which all else was built 
was the daily, undramatic yet essential service of the priests, offering 
sacrifices in the Sanctuary and the Temple while they stood. That was the 
Jewish people’s living connection with God. 

At its heart,Judaism is a priestly religion. We can see this through the 
very organization of the Mosaic books. They are organized as a chiastic 
or mirror-image structure, of the form ABCBA. Here is the simplest way 
of describing it:  

A. Genesis: prehistory of Israel 
B. Exodus: the journey to Sinai 

C. Leviticus: priesthood, sacrifice and holiness 
B1. Numbers: the journey from Sinai 

A1. Deuteronomy: the future of Israel  
In a chiasmus, the key term is the middle one. The middle book of the 
Pentateuch, Leviticus, is about priests and the service of the Sanctuary. So 
too are the last third of Exodus (25-40) and the first third of Numbers (1-
10). We tend to forget this, because the narrative drama lies elsewhere, 
and besides, we have not had a Temple and sacrifices for almost two 
thousand years. 

Judaism is a religion of ritual, of repeated daily deeds. It is a religion 
of holiness whose focus is the house of worship, successor institution to 
the Mishkan. It is a religion of education, and the priests were the first 
educators.(12) All the great achievements of Israel’s kings and the incan-
descent moral passion of Israel’s prophets would not have been possible 
without the continuity and devotion of the priests. 

Without the prophet, Judaism would not be a religion of history and 
destiny. But without the priest, the children of Israel would not have be-
come the people of eternity. This is beautifully summed up in the open-
ing verses of Tetzaveh:  

Command the Israelites to bring you clear oil of pressed olives, to 
keep the lamp constantly burning [leha’alot ner tamid, literally, “to 
raise an eternal light”]. In the tent of meeting, outside the curtain that 
is in front ofthe Testimony, Aaron and his sons shall keep the lamps 

burning before the Lord from evening to morning. This is to be a last-
ing ordinance among the Israelites for the generations to come. (Exo-
dus 27:20-21)  

Moses the prophet dominates four of the five books that bear his name. 
But in the parasha of Tetzaveh, for once it is Aaron, the first of the 
priests, who holds centre stage, undiminished by the rival presence of his 
brother. For whereas Moses lit the fire in the souls of the Jewish people, 
Aaron tended the flame and turned it into “an eternal light.”  
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